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BEING A
CREATIVE

Creative workers remain at the forefront of innovation and

growth. In every industry, they create innovative products and

services that shape the way of living in the 21st century (Been et

al., 2018, pp5-6.).  Yet, their internal working process remains

mysterious. To address this issue in specific context, this essay

will address the question: what do Dutch creative freelancers do

to secure their working project? This essay is specifically

supported by three in-depth semi-structured interviews

conducted with four Dutch professional creatives. Motivated by

the desire to inspire and inform other creatives to understand

their industry and implement other ways to bring value to their

creative business, the essay offers a distinctive perspective on

the creative industry. The essay explores three specific ways

Dutch creators secure their business relationships. Firstly, this

paper will examine the importance of having experience for

creatives when they wish to be hired. This element appears to

be essential for creatives to show their skills to the public.

Secondly, peer-to-peer interaction among creatives be

highlighted. This factor seems crucial for creatives to be

relevant in the creative industry. Thirdly, the significance of

written communication for creative freelancers will be

discussed. This last element is a core aspect of a business

relationship with a creative worker who wants to manage clients

demands and expectations. 



1°SHOW YOUR
PORTFOLIO

Creatives start their working journey by building their
portfolio to be taken seriously. According to Dutch
Brand & Web designer, Griffin Dettmer, “in the creative
industry, it is not about you, it is not about the art [...],
the reality is busines is business [...], you need to bring
value and receive value”. This viewpoint shows the
importance of externalising craft and demonstrate their
added value with the provision of relevant products
and services to others. In this context, portfolios are
crucial because they represent the first step to secure
a meeting with a potential client. The latter can see
first-hand the implemented skill of the person they
want to hire. Additionally, Pitts (2018) noted that
freelancers in the Netherlands promote themselves to
potential clients. Creators thus focus on standing out
and be chosen for working projects (p.8). This argument
is supported by a variety of Dutch creatives who
publicly admit using online platforms to advertise their
work.  This observation underlines an important signal
for creatives. They need to ensure their own visibility,
which directly impact their career.  

 



2°BE IN TOUCH WITH
YOUR PEERS

Networking is the second aspect of creatives’ business journey.
In particular, networking plays an essential role for freelancers
who work independently. Engaging in social networks seems to
strengthen creatives employability (Jacobs et al, 2019, p.5). The
creative industry is here presented as requiring a set of
interpersonal relationships ranging from mentoring to peers
meeting online and offline. As professional circles accumulate
overtime, they are expected to offer venues for creatives
workers so that they develop their brand and get support from
their peers (Bellini & Lucciarini, 2019, p.850). In this regards,
former brand manager, Nuno Alvito explains that staying in
contact with people in the creative industry guarantees the
communication of a brand and challenges himself to stay up to
date within the industry. Furthermore, the peer-to-peer contact
is corroborated by the rise of coworking spaces (such as The
Collab, Wework and Mindspace, Regus in Amsterdam). Social
networks are observably resourceful for creatives to work
independently as well as to establish relationships among
themselves. Networks illustrate the fact that working projects do
not depend only on the creative and the client. Fellow creatives
turn out to be an essential parameter to evaluate knowledge
and know-how, which will be provided later to clients.



3°MAINTAIN OPEN
COMMUNICATION

Creatives provide their services to individual clients and
companies for a mutually agreed upon fee. Yet the process of
establishing a contractual relationship often remains uncertain
and unknown. Contracts are a useful tool to manage this
uncertainty. Giving advice to his fellow creatives, Dutch Music
and Audio producer, Wouter Besse says: “start to make a
contract [with] what you are going to do, sign it and take one
day to edit it every time […]. This opinion stresses an important
aspect of working projects: managing expectations. When
unexpected demands or misunderstanding occur, contracts
firstly do offer an answer to monitor both creative freelancers
and clients’ actions for the duration of the project. In addition,
creative work often entails temporary assignments in opposition
to traditional employment (Huws et al., 2017, p.31). In this
context contract do not only represent the guarantee for
securing a revenue but it also solidifies the connection between
creative freelancers and their clients. Secondly, once the service
is provided or the product sold, downstream communication
stays essential to lead to a potential working project. Dutch
Fashion designer, Henry Mensah indicates that being available
to discuss after-sale with the client makes a difference. Clients
are therefore looking for a certain added value to the skills
provided by creatives. Mr Besse and Mr. Mensah statements
indicate that creatives deem communication as a significant
factor of a business relationship as it is aimed to ensure that
value is created. This idea is supported by the creative
community who emphasise the importance of alignment
between creatives and their client. Consequently, a positive and
open communication tend to lead to secure more working
projects. 

 



IN BRIEF...
As the creative industry is a key sector for both growth and
innovation, it is crucial to understand its actors. Although they
have different job titles, they share commonalities. In this
respect, this essay has brought to light three key habits which
mark out the way Dutch creative freelancers secure their
working project. Firstly, they make sure to be considered for a
working project by promoting themselves with their portfolio.
Secondly, they stay in contact with their peers to be challenged,
inspired and informed of their respective creations. Thirdly,
communication is crucial for creatives to ensure that the service
provision or product delivery is optimal. This essay thus finds
focus mainly on value creation to secure their working projects.
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